
To those of us who suppose that Communism, with 
its atheistic doctrines and active opposition to reli- 
gion, c8n hold little true appeal for the adherents of 
a monotheistic religion like Islam, the undeniable 
Successes of the Communists in the Islamic world 
must seem, if not a complete puzzle, the result of 
either “recent and superficial phenomena” or “weak 
and susceptible inclinations of backward peoples.” 
But James Kritzeck, writing in The Commonweal for 
uly %, points outethat, “from its inception, Islam L been more than a religion in the ordinary denota- 

tion of the term. . . . It  has also been a strictly-defined 
earthly ‘community of true believers’,” conceiving 
itself “in accordance with the teaching of the Koran 
and the wishes of the Prophets, as a socio-political 
as well as a religious organization.” It is the economic 
and socio-political features of Islam, suggests Mr. 
Kritzeck, which define. its “predispositions toward 
Communisra” 

“From its earliest times . . . Islam has had a tra- 
dition of state-controlled economy and of religious 
objections to the type of economic system which has 
developed modem capitalism.” More important than- 
the emphasis placed on economic legislation, how- 
ever, are certain totalitarian characteristics shared by 
Islamic and Communist thought, as well as the 
strong collectivist and egalitarian roots of the Mos- 
lem community. There is little chance for democratic 
egalitarianism in such a fegal principle as ifma’ (con- 
sensus), for “it is a principle of authority. What the 
community says may not be gainsaid.” 

All of these factors do not necessarily render the 
Islamic world fair game for the Communists; “Islam 
can hardly champion either democracy or Commu- 
nism and maintain its essential unity or be true to‘ 
the Koran or the Islamic traditions . . . Islam as a 
religion is capable of opposing Communism strongly 
and effectively.” But; “as a socio-political entity [it] 
is not so capable of doing the same thing.” And Rus- 
sia, for her part, has not been slow to recognize this.  

”Pacifism is a witness, a worthy and much needed 
witness, but it is not a strategy.” This is the conch- 
sion reached by Roland H. Bainton in his article, 
I%hristian Pacifism Reassessed“ (The ChristMn Cen- 
tury, July 23). Dr. Bainton, professor of ecclesiastical 
history at Yale Divinity School, discusses the pres- 
ence of pacifist doctrines within the church and their 
relation to the defense tactics and *moral ambigui- 
ties” of the present age. 

Paciftsm, he notes, was at its greatest strength in 
the period between the two world wars; yet it did 
not avert World War 11. “If it was not strong enough 
then, it certainly is not strong enough now . . . If a 
third world war is stopped it will be not because 

e 

of pac&ts but because of pence-minded non-paci- 
fists.” 
Christian pacifism as a viable strategy will not 

work, and Dr. Bainton Suggests that we look instead 
to the “wisdom of the Greeks.” “The ethic of the 
churches on war and peace ever since Constantine 
has been Greek rather than Christian. The ethic of 
war has been that of the just-war, hrrowed from the 
Greeks via Cicero; and the ethic of peace has been 
grounded in the Stoic faith in the divine reason im- 
planted in man . . .” Not by “massive retaliation” but 
by ”reconciliation” we may conceivably prevail. “For 
this we do not need to. be Christian. The wisdom of 
the Greeks would suffice. If only we were good 
pagans we might survive.” 
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Western World’s “debate of the month” for July 
concerns the question, “Could we accept a neutral- 
ized Germany, united but outside NATO?‘‘ James B. 
Conant, taking the negative, feels that “at the present 
time there is no proposal for reunification which is 
acceptable to both Bonn and Moscow even as a basis 
for negotiations.” And, in any case, “the real issue 
is what will be the place of a united Germany in the 
alignment of the political and economic forces which 
now so sharply divide the world.” Dr. Conant bars 
neutrality as being not only impossible but a threat 
to the life of NATO. A united Germany, he believes, 
would therefore be faced with.“an ugly choice” be- 
tween orientation to the free world or to the Soviets. 
In the present international climate we cannot force 
such a choice. ”. . . Until the military and ideological 
Communist threat to Westem Europe has diminished 
greatly, there is no red choice for free Germans who 
prize their freedom except to adhere to NATO; they 
have no alternative to this except a colossal gamble.” 

Hugh Gaitskell, on the other hand, sees reunifica- 
tion as part of a plan for disengagement in Western 
Europe, and presents concrete proposals to this p d .  
He does not feel that an alliance-free, all-German 
government would seriously weaken NATO; “the 
withdrawal of Russian forces to their own territory 
and some freeing of the satellite states from their 
present bondage is surely a most powerful compensa- 
tion.” And he does not discount propaganda advan- 
tages. Even if the Russians would not now consider 
disengagement proposals, “the case for putting for- 
ward positive suggestions of this kind remains as 
strong as ever. If the Cold War is to continue . . . 
we must continue to fight it, but we fight it best by 
ourselves advancing concrete, practical, .reasonable 
proposals which the Russians must either accept or 
else lose at least one propaganda battle.” 
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